A HUNDRED YEARS—IN
THIS LIFE SPAN ON EARTH
HOw APt TO CLaSH, TALENT
AND DESTINY!

Men’s fortunes change
even as nature shifts—
the sea now rolls where
mulberry fields grew.

ONE watches things that
make one sick at heart.

This is the lauing
gain without a loss, and
heaven hurts fair
women for sheer spite.

IN The vUoNG clan
there was an alderman
of modest wealth and
station in the world.

IN the vUoNG clan
there was an alderman
of modest wealth and
station in the world.

he had a last-born son,
vUoNG Guan—his hope
to carry on a line of
learned folk.

Two girls, both beautiful,
had come before:
thin kieu, the elder;
the younger thiny van.

IN dignity, van was beyond
compare—

Her face a moon, her
eyebrows two full curves,
her smile a flower, her
voice the sound of jade,
her hair the sheen of
clouds, her skin like snow.

Yet kieu possessed a
keener, deeper charm—
she excelled van in
talent and in looks.

Her eyes were autumn
streams, her brows
spring hills, the flowers
and willows envied
her fresh hue.

A glance or two from
her, and Cities rocked!

Supreme in loveliness,
she had few peers, in
skill and arts. By heaven
graced with wit, she
learned to rhyme and
paint, and she could sing.

she composed a tune
called ‘cruel fate’
to mourn all women in
soul-rending strains.

No girl of gentle
birth could rival kieu.